
Fun Variant:

For each wine feature, shuffle all of 
the Wine Expert tiles of that type, then 
create a deck from 7 of them. Return the 
rest to the box. 

With this variant you will find a more 
surprising game with a lot of different 
Experts and imbalanced decks. This 
will increase the game tension, fun, and 
variability.

Balanced Variant:

Select an arbitrary wine feature, and 
shuffle all of the Wine Expert tiles of that 
type, then create a deck from 7 of them.

After determining the 7 Experts to be in 
the game, make 3 more decks (one for 
each feature) with Experts matching the 
7 from the first deck. Return the rest of 
the Wine Experts to the box.

Now shuffle each deck, and place them 
in their proper spaces on the gameboard.

With this variant, the game will be played 
with only 7 different Experts and each deck 
has the same 7 Experts in it, delivering a 
more balanced game.

Controlled Variant:

Simply choose which 7 Wine Experts you 
want in the game, and select those 7 for 
each deck.

Now shuffle each deck, and place them 
in their proper spaces on the gameboard.

Only use this variant after you have played 
the game a few times.

VINHOS DELUXE EXPERTS PACK (32  T ILES)
This expansion can be used with both the 2010 Reserve and Special Vintage 2016. These expert tiles are added to the ones in the 
base game. Except for Setup and the specifics of the new Wine Experts, all Wine Expert rules remain unchanged.



VINHOS DELUXE EXPERTS PACK (4  T ILES  OF  EACH TYPE)

The Advertisers

Allows you to use a Magnate benefit (2010R) 
/ take a Magnate Action tile (SV2016) 
without spending a Wine. 

In Special Vintage 2016, this becomes a special 
tile that is used exclusively during the Buy 
Magnates Tiles phase, right at the end of the fair.

The Marketers

Each barrel exported during this Export 
Action is worth +1VP.

The Salesmen

Each barrel sold in this Sales Action earns 
you +1 Bago.

The Spies

Allows you to use an opponent’s Wine Expert 
tile (the opponent’s tile remains face-up).

The Meteorologists 

Allows you to secretly check the next Vintage 
tile. 

The Reviewers

Advance 2 fair points on the fair track.

The Estate Managers

Move one Winery from one Estate to another.

The Public Relations

Return this Wine Expert to the bottom of the 
appropriate deck and take a Wine Expert tile 
from the top of any deck.


